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all Read the following case and answer the questions given below.

The Managing Director of Big Ltd. called an internal meeting of senior managers to

discuss issues involved in acquiring Small Ltd., for about Rs. 350 crores. He started

the meeting with following observations: "After acquiring Small Ltd., we will

become the second largest consumer goods company in India with sales over Rs'4500

crores. We will have more money for marketing initiatives, product launches and

aggressive price-cuts. The key reason behind buying Small is to create shareholder

value over and above that of the sum of the two companies. Recent years have been

tough for both the companies with strong competition. The merged company hopes

to gain greater market share and achieve greater efficiency.'

Different issues were discussed between the managers. Pertinent point that were

raised were as follows:

Head Production: Aithough, I am involved little, till now, in discussion regarding

the acquisition, I have ciosely studied various production facilities available to both

the companies. I feel production facilities of both the companies need to be

synergized. There is also a need to close down production facilities of two locations

out of seven locations of Small. The costs of production of these locations are very

high and also, they are located in eastern India, whereas our major sale is in south

and west.



a2) {a)

Head Marketing: We need to analyze it further. The market of the products il

matue phase with low growth rate. Small Ltd., has little presence in some regir

and is not a major competitor for us. Furlher, there is marginal gap between t

existing third position and second position. We can easily achieve second positiol

we are able to fully utilize our capacities

Required:

L what are the different options available for this company in a low gror

product industrY

(05 Ma

II. If you are appointed as a consultant, advise the Big Ltd' how to proct

before aniving at decision to acquire any company'

(05 Mat

m. Conduct SWOT analysis from the facts given in the case and a stakeholr

mappmg.
(05 Mai

(Total 15 Mail

The strategic management process en(-ompas$es three phases which together: invo

a number of systematic steps. Explain this with a Strategic Management Mo

which is familiar to You.
(07 Ma

Explain briefly on the rationale behind considering the four factors by organizat

ln setting stralegic direction.

(07 Mat

What are the factors that should be inctrudecl in the Mission Statement?
(06 Mar

(d) what ** ih" eight administrative tasks that has to be carried out by managers at

strategY imPlementation stage?

(05 Mat

(Total25 Mai

(b)

(c)

-i



A3l (a) How could an organization evaluate the success of strategies implemented in a 5

step evaluation model in a systematic way brief on the process of it?

What is a 
o'yalue chain analysiso' of an organ izationand state the importlflI?Ti'(b)

(c) Differentiate BCG Matrix from GE Matrix.

What are the three strategies that arc available at the

organization and describe each of them?

What are the main reasons for which the organization goes
.!

(07 Marks)

(06 Marks)
(Total20 Marks)

a4l (a) How can an organization earn above-average profit by the contribution of Cost

leadership strategy and differentiation strategy? Describe with examples.

(07 Marks)

corporate level for an

(06 Marks)
foi ttOutsourcing"?

(07 Marks)

qsl (a)

(Total20 Marks)

What are the five forces that are identified by Micheal Porter and state what barriers

can existing organizations put forward in order?

(07 Marks)

What are the differences between general environment and industry environment

and why are these differences important?

(07 Marks)

What do you understand by the term "strategic group analysis" and briefly explain

the application of it in the identification of competitors.

(06 Marks)

(Total20 Marks)

(b)

(c)

(b)

(c)
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